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ABSTRACT
The abstract body should be in Times New Roman, 10
pt. Italic and not in bold type This document gives
formatting instructions for authors preparing papers for
publication in the International Journals of “Blue Ocean
research Journals”.
The authors must follow the
instructions given in the document for the papers to be
published.
You can use this document as both an
instruction set and as a template into which you can type
your own text.

Keywords
Include at least 5 keywords or phrases.

B. 2-Column Format
Your paper must be in two column format with a space
of 0.2” between columns.
C. Paragraphs
All paragraphs must be indented. All paragraphs must
be justified, i.e. both left-justified and right-justified.
The entire document should be in Times New Roman
font. Other font types may be used if needed for special
purposes.
D. Title and Author Details
Title must be in 18 pt Regular font. Author name must
be in 12 pt Regular font. Author affiliation must be in 10
pt Italic.

1. INTRODUCTION
This document is a template. An electronic copy can be
downloaded
from
the
BORJ
website
–
www.borjournals.com. For questions on paper guidelines,
please contact the conference publications committee as
indicated on the conference website. Information about
final paper submission is available from the conference
website.
The use of this template and its included styles for the
parts of the document will ensure the professional
appearance of your paper as well as providing a uniform
digital source from which to satisfy the electronic
publication requirements of Blue Ocean Research
Journals.

2. PAGE LAYOUT

3. TABLE FORMAT
Table1. In Bold Letters
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The Tables should be numbered. The font size should be
10. The title of the table should be center, bold. The
Column heading should be in bold. The contents under
table heading should be in Regular.
Table2. Sample Table

A. Page Size
Your paper must use a page size corresponding to A4
which is 210mm (8.27") wide and 297mm (11.69") long.
The margins must be set as follows:
• Top = 1.25”
• Bottom = 1.25”
• Left = 0.75”
• Right = 0.75”
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4. FIGURES
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Graphics may be full color. All colors will be retained.
Figure must be numbered. Caption for figure must be
centered in bold, font size 10.
Figures should be of High Resolution and clear. Please
check that the colors used in figures contrast well.

Board will determine the penalties to be imposed
depending on the type of plagiarism.

7. HELPFUL HINTS
Please note our official publication language is English
and to maintain quality consistent with our formal archival
publication, it is required that all submissions conform to
the style and formal grammar rules of the English
language. For this reason, it is encouraged that all authors
whose native language is other than English to enlist the
services of a native language speaking colleague or
associate to review and edit your submission.

8. CONCLUSION

Fig. Computer Network

Although a conclusion may review the main points of
the paper, do not replicate the abstract as the conclusion. A
conclusion might elaborate on the importance of the work
or suggest applications and extensions.

5. MATH

REFERENCES

When using Word, use either the Microsoft Equation
Editor
or
the
MathType
add-on
(http://www.mathtype.com/) for equations in your paper
(Insert | Object | Create New | Microsoft Equation or
MathType Equation). “Float over text” should not be
selected.
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6. PLAGIARISM
Plagiarism is the copying of ideas, text, data and other
creative work (e.g. tables, figures and graphs) and
presenting it as original research without proper citation.
It is essential that editors and reviewers be told by the
authors when any portion of a paper is based heavily on
previous work, even if this work has been written by one
or more of the authors of the paper. It is the responsibility
of the author not only to cite the previous work, including
their own, but to provide an indication of the extent to
which a paper depends on this work.
All authors are deemed to be individually and
collectively responsible for the content of papers published
by BORJ. Hence, it is the responsibility of each author to
ensure that papers submitted to BORJ attain the highest
ethical standards with respect to plagiarism.
Upon receipt of an allegation of plagiarism the
investigation in the matter will be done. After the
completion of the investigation, the BORJ Publications
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